DFUZE ENHANCES INTELLIGENCE
S H A R I N G A N D A N A LY S I S T O H E L P
COMBAT TERRORISM.
Set to become the de facto standard in the
fight against terrorism, the DFuze software
system builds intelligence by bringing
together disparate information and media
into one user friendly portal. Terrorist
intelligence held by a diverse
range of law enforcement
agencies
is
a
valuable
resource. DFuze provides a
framework by which these
agencies gather, store,
build, retrieve, report and
disseminate this intelligence.
DESIGNED WITH
EXPERTS
DFuze has been
designed in close
consultation
with
IED/EOD
experts. Rich in
The DFuze
analysis,
productivity,
reporting
and
media
features,
DFuze
helps intelligence
professionals
meet their best practice goals.
GATHER
DFuze
enables
agents to rapidly
gather and store
intelligence from
multiple sources
in various formats including
video
and
images.

BUILD
Add value to gathered
intelligence by linking
elements to build a complete picture of the incident. Link any records such
as Incident with Persons or
Groups and link documents,
images
and
video
to
records.
An integrated photoedit module includes a
comprehensive set of
editing tools to enhance
the quality of your
pictures.
RETRIEVE
A diverse range of
search
engines
will
rapidly retrieve and
show
intelligence
including Quick Search
and Field Search. The
Advanced Search
will
perform multiple searches
Model
across any DFuze data-set or
field. All search results are displayed in a familiar Windows™
tree-view format and all retrieved
records, documents, images and video
are viewed directly from the DFuze application.
A powerful data-mining suite will search
across all documents including word
processor, email, database, spreadsheet,
Unicode
and
ZIP
for
instances of text and all hits
are highlighted and shown
in context within a
user friendly PDF
or
HTML
report.

POWERFUL ANALYSIS
An impressive range of analysis and reporting facilities help
maximize the potential of your intelligence. The Chart
Reports feature automatically interrogates your data and
produces pivot tables and charts to help identify trends in
terrorist activity. In depth text and media reports detailing
specific records and record links are generated
automatically from your data.

Benefits
Greater Insights
Through advanced techniques DFuze
will help your intelligence team gain
greater insights into complex
situations.

SHARE
DFuze provides a framework allowing you to share your data
with intelligence partners. Media rich intelligence can be
shared from different locations over any network connection. Where a network connection is not available, individual records or groups of records and media can be
extracted from DFuze and disseminated to other
locations via email or recordable media.
Internationally recognized and accepted Data
Encryption methods are utilized to assure
maximum security for all data exchanges.

Features
One Stop Shop

High Productivity
Realize efficient and productive
work with intelligence collation,
reporting and dissemination,
powerful imaging, media playback and document management facilities all just a few
clicks away.

Improved Sharing
Share
intelligence
between departments
and
with
other
national or international agencies.

EASE OF USE
Intelligence records and search results are
easily browsed through with a tree view
navigator and all documents, images and
videos associated with a record are
clearly shown.

Store, link, retrieve, report
and share all your intelligence data from one user
friendly application.

Data Mining Tools

SCALABLE
From a stand-alone system through to a full
scale enterprise deployment, DFuze will
accommodate your requirements.

Search through any text based
documents for keywords and phrases.

Media Rich
Store and view video, sound, images and
documents.

Multi-Lingual
Translate field labels into any language.

Rapid Intelligence Retrieval
A combination of SQL Server technology and
optimized networking ensures un-paralleled data
retrieval.

BACK UP
Create a secure, encrypted data-dump to
back-up all of the information held on DFuze.
CUSTOMIZATION
Menus and Data Field labels can be easily converted
into any language supported by the Microsoft
Operating System. DFuze currently supports English,
Spanish,
French
and
Arabic
translations.
Intelligence reports can be customized before
production and are easily exported to word
processing packages.

Reference Library
A media rich library to store all common open
source pictures and data.

Distributed By:

Imaging
Range of powerful imaging tools.

Customizable
User definable field tags and reports to suit your needs

For further details or to arrange
a demonstration please contact
Xpect Products, ECTSC, Inc.
301 Pinedge Drive,
West Berlin NJ 08091
Tel 856-753-7778
Fax 856-753-8341
Email: sales@eastcoasttech.com

